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Seat  
No. 

 
Set P 

 

B.Sc. (Semester - V) (New) (CBCS) Examination Oct/Nov-2019 
Physics (Special Paper – IX) 

MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS & STATISTICAL PHYSICS 
 

Day & Date: Monday, 07-10-2019  Max. Marks: 70 
Time: 11:30 AM To 02:00 PM  
 

Instructions: 1) All questions are compulsory. 
                       2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.   
                       3) Draw neat diagrams wherever necessary. 
                       4) Use of log table or calculator is allowed. 
   

Q.1  Fill in the blanks by choosing correct alternatives given below. 14 
 1) In a ______ differential equation the dependent variable and its all 

derivatives occur in the first power. 
 

 a) homogeneous b) inhomogeneous  
 c) linear d) nonlinear  
      

 2) For ______ singularity the series solution is never possible.  
 a) regular b) non essential  
 c) infinite d) essential  
      

 3) In spherical polar coordinate system, h3 = ________.  
 a) 𝑟 sin 𝜃 b) Φ  

 c) sin𝜃 d) r  
      

 4) In orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system the coefficients h1, h2, h3 are 
called _______. 

 

 a) scales b) scale factors  
 c) scale coefficients d) scale coordinates  
      

 5) Many different ______ may corresponds to same macrostates.  
 a) phase spaces b) phase densities  
 c) microstates d) phase points  
      

 6) For the distribution to be most probable _____.  
 a) w = 0  b) 𝛿lnw = 0   
 c) Inw =  0  d) 𝛿lnw =  1   
      

 7) Volume of cell in phase space is ______.  
 a) h6 b) h2  
 c) h3 d) h4  
      

 8) Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics is applicable to ______.  
 a) He atoms b) gas molecules  
 c) electron d) protons  
      

 9) The relation between Vmp , V  and Vrms  of gas molecules in a system is ___.  

 a) Vrms < V < 𝑉mp  b) Vrms ≤ V ≤ Vmp   

 c) Vmp ≤ V ≤ Vrms  d) Vmp ≤ V < 𝑉mp   
      

 10) According to Stefan’s law ______.  
 a) 𝐸 = 𝜎𝑇4 b) 𝐸 = 𝜎𝑇2  

 c) 𝐸 = 𝜎𝑇3 d) 𝐸 = 𝜎𝑇  
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 11) Rayleigh - Jeans formula agrees well with the experimental results at 
_____ wavelength. 

 

 a) longer b) shorter  
 c) medium d) all  
    

 12) Rest mass of photon is _____.  
 a) one b) infinity  
 c) negative d) zero  
      

 13) Fermi- Dirac statistics applicable to ______.  
 a) photons b) electrons  
 c) molecules d) neutrons  
      

 14) According to F-D statistics, 3 particles can be arranged in 4 energy levels, 
in ______ number of ways. 

 

 a) 4 b) 16  
 c) 9 d) 12  
      

Q.2 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Four) 08 
  1) Define Degree and Order of differential equation with examples.  
  2) Write Laplacian operator.  
  3) Define accessible microstates.  
  4) Define Fermi energy.  
  5) What is quantum statistics? State its two sub classes.  
     

 B) Write Notes on (Any Two) 06 
  1) Thermodynamic probability  
  2) Concept of Orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system  
  3) Types of differential equations  
     

Q.3 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 08 
  1) Deduce Greens theorem from Gauss divergence theorem.  
  2) Extend expressions in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates to Cartesian 

coordinates. 
 

  3) What do you mean by ensemble? Describe micro canonical and 
canonical ensembles. 

 

     

 B) Answer the following questions. (Any One) 06 
  1) What are thermodynamic functions? Express them in terms of 

Boltzmann partition function. 
 

  2) Derive Fermi-Dirac distribution law.  
     

Q.4 A) Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 10 
  1) Deduce the functional relationship between entropy and probability. 

Hence state statistical definition of entropy. 
 

  2) Derive Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution law.  
  3) Compare M-B, B-E and F-D statistics.  
     

 B) Answer the following questions. (Any One) 04 
  1) Derive expression for most probable speed.  
  2) If a black body at temperature 61740K emits 4700 A0 with a maximum 

energy, calculate the temperature at which it will emit wavelength of 
1.5x10-4 m with maximum energy. 

 

     

Q.5 Answer the following questions. (Any Two) 14 
 a) State and prove Stokes theorem in vector field.  
 b) Obtain an expression for curl in vector field in orthogonal curvilinear coordinates.  
 c) Derive Planck’s radiation formula in terms of frequency and wavelength.  
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